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1. INTRODUCTION 

Light or radar distances are the base of the radar formulation of relativity 
theory |1—3). In the framework of the generally accepted approach we deal 
with instant distances (lengths). Just the condition of instantaneousness in the 
definition of the notion of moving rod length comes to the known contraction 
formula. It should be stressed that this result is essentially related to such a pure 
abstract notion as a rigid rod (standard scale). 

At the present time the wave length of light is in fact taken as a standard of 
length. Therefore the rclativistic Doppler-formula describing its behavious, i.e. 
the behaviour of a simple lengthy object, must serve as a starting point of the 
indicated definition |4 ]. On the other hand the consideration of the behaviour 
of light or retarded distances gives us a similar base. 

These and other questions of general nature concerning broadening (gene
ralization) of the previour notions in case of fast motions will be considered 
below. 

2. RELATIVISTIC TRANSFORMATION 
OF RETARDED DISTANCE 

Let us consider the equation of Lienard — Wichert's potential 

л'—Цг- (1) 
RkUk 

к к 
Here и is the 4-velocity of charge e and R , the 4-veclor of retarded distance 
Rk = ("c(r - l'), t - r*4 = IcT, R \ . Space vector Rm leading from the point 
of charge О (/', /-*1) ю the observation point P (/, ?J is defined by the direction of 
field propagation. Passing to three-dimensional designations for electric poten
tial <p = A°, we obtain 

where (i= vie, Ke, = KjRref 
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Using the transformation formula for potential and taking into account that 
in the rest system of charge the field is described by Coulomb potential 

9 'It ( 2 ) 

we get |5] 

R* = RM(l -/5fcos0\y. (3) 

This equation presents the transformation law of relarted distance when pas
sing from the proper system S* of charge lo (he S-system where it moves with 
velocity v. Certainly, the equation can be also derived directly from the Lorentz 
transformation for time. 

According to (3) for different values of angle we obtain 

0 = 0 * w / = ( l+0)Л*у«2Л*у , (4.1) 

cos 0 = p Rref = Л* у, (4.2) 

cos6>=/r ' ( l - y _ l ) Rn,t = R\ (4.3) 

в=лП Rn,t = R*y~\ (4.4) 

в = к Rfe1 = {\-fi)R*y^\Rty-\ (4.5) 

As is seen, the first quantity R corresponds exactly to the distance which a 
light signal goes in Ihc direction of rod motion in the framework of the definition 
of relativislic or radar length [5,6 J. For cos в = p1 what corresponds to 
cos в* = О, setting the boundary between the front and back semispheres of the 
field in the S*-system, we have the «elongation formula». Case (4.3) presents 
the classical result. For в = nil we have the contraction formula. At last (4.5) 
exactly corresponds to (he distance covered by light in the back direction along 
the rod when the directions of field propagation and charge motion are opposite. 

Let us assume that at the observation point P an electromagnetic wave is 
reflected and goes back to the source. It is evident (hat corresponding distances 
covered by it present already an advanced distance . Then, for example, in the 
first case we have 

and in the last one 
Л„^=( | +/ 3) / г>- ( 5 2 ) 
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Therefore one can say that R (л) is then advanced one with respect to R (0) 
r corresponding R _ and R . we have 

R , + R , = 2Л* v (6) 
ret aav . ' 

ind vice versa. In general, for corresponding R _ and R . we have 

and in addition 

K, + *Wv = V ** У ( - ,^2 > c o s К > О). <7.2) 

-С + С = ^ Л > (' > « « * , > - ! ) • (7.3) 
The last relations simply reflect the fact that the equipotential surfaces of the 
electric field of a moving charge lake the form of rotating ellipsoid stretched in 
the motion direction [7 |. 

Let us imagine another charge al the point /' now. Let O-charge «see» P-
charge at angle в, than for /'-charge the corresponding angle is л + в. Taking 
into account this for R ., we obtain 

ret 
„ , . ( • + 2 / ? c o s e H - / * V 
ret 1 -ficonO 

from which using (3) we get 

*£f + *£' = 2*V (9) 
It is none other than formula (6) if one lakes into account that the retarded 

distance for /'-charge is the advanced one for O-charge. But if in the S*-system 
these two quantities coincide, then from Ihe point of view of Ihe 5-system they 
differ significantly. For example, R ,Д0)/Лг>/(л) = 2y . Here a fully appropri
ate question can arise: what is called the distance between these charges. 
Further we return lo it. 

On the other hand, in the Michelson — Morley experiment we deal with Ihe 
indicated distances of rod motion and back, when we consider, say, the passage 
of the longitudinal arm of Ihe interferometer by light. Taking into account this 
fact, i.e. Ihe use of radar length instead of instant one for the explanation of the 
negative result of the experiment |8 |, leads lo the «elongation formula» for the 
longitudinal arm. 

Returning to initial tranformation equation (3), we want to stress that the 
value of retarded distance depends on Ihe observation condition and, in 
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particular, the retardation factor (1 - l?nm), where 11 = Л / Л . We have a 
similar influence also for the wave length of light emitted by a moving source. 

3. DOPPLER EFFECT 

Indeed, as it is easy to see, the formula describing the behaviour of wave 
number k of an emitted light wave 

A* = *( l - /3cos0)y (10) 

coincides with formula (3). Let us stress that here as above в is the angle be
tween the retarded distance and the direction of source motion. Since in expe
riments on studying the Doppler effect spectrographs are used (see, e.g. |9 1), 
i.e. the wave length is measured, we rewrite (10) in the form 

A = A* (1 -/3cos0)y. (10') 

As is seen, for the transversal or relativislic Doppler effect we have the «elon
gation formula» 

X=X"y. (11) 

This red displacement of spectral lines is observed in experiments of such a 
type although in the mentioned experiment |9 | two quantities Л/((0) and А^(я) 
were really mesurcd while the effect itself is defined by the mean quantity 

л г Ч ( А * + ' * ) - г ( , + ^ 2 ) - ( 1 2 ) 

It is evident that the last expression very much looks like the formula de
fining the length of a moving rod in the frame of the concept of relativistic or 
radar length | I0 | . 

We also remark that equation (10) represents Pascal's helix or konchoeides 
of the circle/3 А* у in diameter. 

4. PHYSICAL ASPECT 
OF THE DEFINITION OF RELATIVISTIC NOTIONS 

The last and the above raised questions are part of an important problem of 
generalization (spreading) of previous «pre-rclalivistic» notions in case of fact 
motions. In this case a significant role must be played by the demand of ratio
nality (simplicity). 
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Let us consider from this viewpoint the definition of notion of wave length 
emitted by a moving source. Certainly, it is absolutely unreasonable that this 
quantity should depend on the motion direction of a source, i.e., on /? linearly. 
Then three versious remain which A = X* y~ , A* and A*y correspond to. But if 
one takes into account that in the first two cases «own» observation angles 
should be specially selected due to their dependence on ft (cos в = /3 and 
(i~ (I — y~ ), a single possibility в = л/2 is in fact left for us. And so the quan
tity measured on the basis of the transversal (relativistic) Doppler effect is na
med (by definition) the wave length emitted by a moving source. 

But as is already noted in the above experiments the average of two limiting 
values is practically measured according to formula (12) in the above experi
ments. Asa result, in the rest system 5* the corresponding value of A* effectively 
presents an instantaneous length. As we know, just an instant length is the main 
attribute of relativistic (classical) physics. Transition is usually related to the 
condition с -» oo . 

These purely physical considerations add mathematical discourses. 

5. SPACE AND TIME AS PROGECTIONS 
OF SPACE-TIME CONTINIUM 

As follows from relativity theory, not a space point and not a time moment 
possess physical reality when something has occurred but only an event itself. In 
the other words, all material objects in the world present space-lime configura
tions. Space and time correlations themselves are projections in their way. For 
example, a space segment or a time interval are projections of the world line. 

In our daily life we deal with slow (relative to light velocity) motions or Gali
lean reference systems; the transitions between them are described by Galilean 
transformations. In these reference systems space and time can be considered 
as separate notions in accordance with Newton's mechanics. Just such were they 
in pre-relativistic physics. In order to transit, for example, from a segment of the 
world line Д s to a space segment Д r* and a time interval Д I* we must take two 
corresponding projections supposing Д /* = 0 in the first case and Д r* = 0 in 
the second one. We illustrate the physical sense of the aforesaid by an example 
of a measuring device (space-lime configuration): a «light clock». This device 
can serve to measure both length and time, i.e., to realize the notions of space 
and time. But before passing to its consideration, we note the following. Since 
the Galilean reference systems move very slowly relative to one another, when 
transiting to the relalivistic case this motion can be neglected. Therefore the 
considered conditions should be related to the proper reference system (S*) of 
the given measuring device. 
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Thus the «light clock» is a standard rod (of length) with mirrors mounted on 
its ends (A and B). A reflecting light ray runs between the mirrors. In the lan
guage of relativity theory the propagation processes of the light ray (there and 
back) in the device can be described by two 4-vectors 

XAB = <f/c>/*' °- °)> XBA = (l*/c> - / * ' ° ' °)- (I3a,b) 
Taking their half-sum and half-difference, we obtain two other 4-vectors 

Ti* = (f/c, 0,0,0), X.t = (0, t, 0, 0) (14a,b) 

the first one of them has only a time component (time vector), and the other one 
only a space component (space vector). One can say that they describe time and 
(one-dimensional) space, respectively. It is important that these vectors arc 
one-component only in S*-system where the device rests. And what is more, 
A" * evidently represents an instantaneous length, i.e., indeed the purely prc-
rclativistic notion. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The rclativistic transformations of retarded distance and the wave number 
of a light wave emitted by a moving source arc described by the same equation. 
The analysis of the behaviour of the first quantity and wave length (correspon
ding to the second one) reveals in common with the concept of relativistic (ra
dar) length proposed at one time. 

We have shown that the united space-time continuum can be divided into 
space and time in the nonrelativistic case for the Galilean reference systems. 
The two 4-veclors describing these notions arc space and time ones, respec
tively. 
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Стрельцов В.Н. Д2-92-147 
Запаздывающие расстояния и эффект Доплера 

Представлено релятивистское преобразование запаздывающего рас
стояния. Оно описывается такой же формулой, что и преобразование вол
нового числа волны, испущенной движущимся источником. Отмечается, 
что длина волны, измеряемая в опытах по исследованию поперечного или 
релятивистского эффекта Доплера, растет согласно «формуле удлинения». 
Кроме того, представлены аргументы общего характера в пользу концеп
ции релятивистской (локационной) длины, приводящей к этой формуле. 
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Strel'tsov V.N. D2-92-147 
Retarded Distances and Doppler Effect 

A relativistic transformation of the retarded distance is presented. I l is 
described by the same equation as the wave number transformation of a wave 
emitted by a moving source. Il is noted that the wave length measured in 
experiments on studying the transverse or relativistic Doppler effect increases 
according to the «elongation formula». Besides, arguments of general nature in 
favour of the concept of the relativistic (radar) length leading to this formula are 
presented. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, 
JINR. 
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